IN THE MATTER OF:

JEFF LYNCH

Jackson County, Iowa
AFO #64070

TO: Jeff Lynch
5571 234th Street
Bernard, Iowa 52302

Administrative Order No. 2022-AFO-04 was issued to Jeff Lynch on February 1, 2022 and was timely appealed. Following discussions between the parties, and in the interest of settling the appeal, the order is amended as follows:

1. Section V ORDER is replaced with the following:

   1. Pay an administrative penalty in the amount of $2,000.00 within 30 days of the date the Director signs this Consent Amendment to Administrative Order No. 2022-AFO-04.

2. The Paragraph 2, Section VI PENALTY is replaced with the following:

   For purposes of settlement of the appeal of Administrative Order No. 2022-AFO-04, the parties have agreed that Jeff Lynch shall pay a penalty in the amount of $2,000.00 within 30 days of the date the Director signs this Consent Amendment to Administrative Order No. 2022-AFO-04.

3. Section VII APPEAL RIGHTS is replaced with the following:

   This Consent Amendment to Administrative Order No. 2022-AFO-04 is entered into knowingly and with the consent of Jeff Lynch. The Consent Amendment to Administrative Order No. 2022-AFO-04 resolves the appeal. Jeff Lynch waives his right to appeal this Consent Amendment to Administrative Order No. 2022-AFO-04.

4. In all other respects, Administrative Order No. 2022-AFO-04 remains in full force and effect.

Any questions regarding this order should be directed to:
Kelli Book
Iowa Department of Natural Resources
Wallace State Office Building
502 East Ninth Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0034
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KAYLA LYON, DIRECTOR
Iowa Department of Natural Resources

Dated this 5/12 day of
_____________________, 2022.